The map shows current Actors / NGOs specific to Transport & Logs assessed by cluster teams in coordination with local government per district.

Data sources
Situational: Clusters & Partners
Boundaries: MASDAP
Physical features: Gaul

Abbreviations: Actor
AAMal Action Aid Malawi
ACT ACT
ACT ACT
AIV All Hands Volunteers (AIV)
AIV All Hands Volunteers
AMRA AMRA
ARMA ARMA
CARD CARD
CARE Malawi CARE Malawi
Con Uni Concern Worldwide
DAS District Assembly
DAP DAP
DHO DHO

District Council
District Health
DoDMA DoDMA
DWDO DWDO
HC Feed the Children
GOAL GOAL
GOL Goal Malawi
Go For H Medical Sciences for Health
GRN GRN
HVP Hygiene Village project
ICM ICM
IGI IGI
IMOSIMOSI
JCCC Joshua Orphan and Community Care
JTRCF J Thorneyscroft, R Cashman and C Finch
Local NGO Local NGO
MCF Malawi Defence Force
MRC Malawi Red Cross
Mandela Mandela Fellowship
MRC Malawi Hospitals
Med S for H Medical Sciences for Health
MFI MFI
MIF Malawi Police
MNM Oxford
Oxfam Oxford
PLAN PLAN International
PRDO PRDO
Red Cross Red Cross
SA Gov South Africa Government
SAR South Africa Search and Rescue
Save the Children
SASR Save the Children
SASR South Africa Search and Rescue
SFSD Sustainable Rural Growth Development Initiative
State House State House
SVC Save the Children
TFF Tiyambeki
TFF Tiyambeki
TFT Trusts and Foundations
UNDP UNDP
UNFA UNFA
UNICEF UNICEF
UNICEF UNICEF
WFP WFP
World Vision World Vision
WMI Water Mission International
WHR World Hope International
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The depiction and use of boundaries, names and associated data shown here do not imply endorsement or acceptance by MapAction.
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